Abstract-This paper presents a method of blink artifact removal of single lead EEG signal. After a wavelet transform signal singularity points are detected and modulus maxima values of wavelet transform are applied to find peaks of blink artifacts. By using Hilbert transform instantaneous frequency is obtained. With the peaks as clues instantaneous frequencies are used to identify the zones appearing blink artifacts. With a stationary wavelet transform, EEG signal is decomposed to the depth on which the frequency bandwidth of approximation coefficients covers the frequency bandwidth of blink artifacts. The approximation coefficients in a blink artifact zone are estimated by the fitting data using the data outside of the blink zone. To the detail coefficients de-noising threshold value in a blink zone is estimated with the threshold values of two sides out of the blink zone. After these coefficients are corrected, the signal is reconstructed to get the EEG signal with blink artifact removal. The experimental results show that the proposed method is effective to detect and remove blink artifacts and avoid affecting the EEG signal outside the blink artifact zones.
INTRODUCTION
In brain science and neuroscience electroencephalogram (EEG) is a noninvasive biomedical signal for researching and recognizing normal brain activity and abnormality. However, the weak signal from the scalp is mixed with some interference that makes the interpretation of EEG signal difficult, in which physiological artifacts are major sources. The artifacts include eye blinking and movement, heart beating and muscle movement. Among them blink artifact has considerable influence to the analysis of EEG signals due to larger amplitude, higher occurrence rate, so that blink artifact removal is a concerned problem [1] [2] .
Due to the ability of wavelet transform in time frequency analysis, some researchers use it in the problem of detection and removal of blink artifact in EEG signals. For the processing of single lead EEG signal, Krishnaveni [3] presents a method to identify the artifact zones of blink and eye movement and apply an adaptive threshold value algorithm only to the identified zones. The approximation coefficients at button level are reconstructed. The reconstructed signal sample points are compared with its successive sample points to identify the edges classified, depending on whether the edges correspond to blinks or not correspond to blinks, based on their relative amplitude. The identified edges are scaled to four integers and summed up getting the edges information in a single array. The later is traversed to identify unique patterns of the artifact zones. Since a blink artifact is not a real step-function signal, this method is difficult to determine the zones that don't have steep edges. M. Kaiyu [4] proposes a method of blink artifact removal based on singularity detection and threshold de-noising. In the method wavelet is decomposed by a cubic B-spline wavelet. The Lipschitz index is used for detecting blink artifact peaks. For the estimation of a blink artifact zone an empirical statistical value is used, by which the width of the zone is set to 0.5 seconds. The empirical statistical value based on biomedicine is conservative. Kumar [5] , proposes a statistical method for removing blink artifact from EEG recordings through wavelet transform without using an electrooculogram reference channel. In the method, the detail coefficients of wavelet decomposition are used. Each three coefficients are compared sequentially to identify the spikes in the EEG signal at each level, and then to identify the ocular artifact spike zones using coefficient of variation. An empirical threshold value and a threshold function are given and implemented on obtained zones to process coefficients. This paper presents a method of blink artifact removal. At first based on wavelet analysis signal singularity points are detected and modulus maxima values of wavelet transform are utilized, to find peaks of blink artifacts. Next with the peaks as clues, instantaneous frequencies, obtained by Hilbert transform, are used to find the zones appearing blink artifacts. Then, based on a stationary wavelet transform, the approximation coefficients of a blink artifact zone are estimated by the nearby data out of the zone, and the detail coefficients are processed with the threshold values estimated from the non blink zones for high frequency de-noising. At last the signal is reconstructed to obtain the EEG signal with blink artifact removal.
II. THE DETECTION OF BLINK ARTIFACTS

A. The Peak Detection of Blink Artifacts
EEG signals, carrying information about rhythmic activities at different frequency bandwidths of δ (0.5-4 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz), α (8-13 Hz), β (13-30 Hz) and γ (30-50 Hz) [6] , are recorded using electrodes placed across the scalp. EEG waveforms are characterized by three components, including amplitude, frequency and shape. Eye blinking generates spike-like shaped signal waveforms in a very short period of 200-400 ms and low frequency bands such as δ and θ [7] . Fig. 1 is a section of the EEG signal waveform that has two blink artifacts.
The spike-like shaped signal waveforms, suddenly and stochastically appearing, indicate existing singularities. Singularities often carry the most useful information in signals, which are given by transient phenomena such as peaks. In bio-physics, it is also important to study the singularities to infer properties about the bio-physical phenomena [8] . In mathematics singularity can be quantitatively described by Lipschitz index. Lipschitz index is defined as follows: if there are a constant M>0 and n= [α] order polynomial ) (
, and a mathematic relation: Figure 1 .The waveform of the EEG signal with blink artifacts. 
In the formula (2) that has the following relationship:
is the local extreme position of
When t is located in the left neighborhood or the right neighborhood of 0 t and
is called as modulus maximum point. We use a dyadic wavelet transform and let the scale of wavelet transform a= j 2 , and on both sides of the formula (2) take a logarithm by 2 as the base of the logarithm. The formula (4) is gotten. , at the modulus maximum point, the wavelet transform coefficient values increase with the increase of wavelet scale j. According to these principles, we design an algorithm and implement a computer program to detect out the peaks of blink signals.
B. The Zone Identification of Blink Artifacts
The peaks of blink artifacts tell us the information about blink appearances and its locations. But it is more important to identify the zones of blink appearances, which is a difficult problem [3] [4] [5] . To the problem, we notice the amplitude and frequency characteristics of blink artifacts, and utilize Hilbert transform to calculate instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency. The instantaneous frequencies obtained are used to identify the zones of blink appearances.
Hilbert transform [9] ) ( t x is the imaginary part of ) (t x , an orthogonal channel recording. In the equation, a(t) is the instantaneous amplitude and θ(t) the instantaneous phase, and they have the following computing relationships:
The instantaneous frequency can be calculated by the following equation:
From a purely theoretical point of view, this definition of instantaneous frequency may have a paradox. However because it has practical significance in explaining the characteristics of signals, as well as rationality and practicability, it is adopted in physics [9] [10] [11] . The clean EEG signal has characteristics of white noise. Since frequency bandwidth of blink artifact covers a small range of EEG signals in low frequency band and it's amplitude is significantly higher than that of clean EEG signal, in a zone of blink appearances clean EEG signal is masked by artifact signal. to the same positions in Fig. 1 . Based on this principle, we propose an algorithm to estimate the starting and ending points of blink artifact zones. From an obtained peak point of blink signal, a corresponding cell zone can be gotten that satisfies a restriction to the average and variance of squared absolute value of instantaneous frequency. Then expand the zone until the average and variance are exceeded. This zone is preliminarily identified as one of blink artifact zones. After the isolative zones are obtained, we compare all the zones and set a constraint critical value. With the critical value the zones of blink artifacts are identified out.
III. WAVELET COEFFICIENTS PROCESSING
For the processing of blink artifact removal, our basic idea is to remove artifacts and retain the original state of non contaminated parts of the EEG signal, which accord with common knowledge and is consistent with manual processing of blink artifact removal.
We know that the criteria for signal de-noising should be that the processed signal does not lose the key information of an original signal. Usually the wavelet de-noising method is to select a threshold value or different threshold values and a threshold function after the decomposition of a signal to process related coefficients [12] . Then a reconstructed signal is used as a de-noising result.
However, blink artifact removal is different from usual signal de-noising problem. A blink artifact is not white noise mixed on EEG signal. It is typical colored noise and its amplitude of fluctuation is significantly higher than the amplitude of clean EEG signal. It is difficult to obtain reliable result by using usual threshold and threshold function method. In fact the problem has been felt by the researchers [5] when an empirical threshold is gotten. Our method is based on a stationary wavelet transform. The wavelet coefficients are decomposed into the level that coefficients of blink artifact are focused in the approximation coefficients. After that we replace the part of coefficients by polynomial fitting coefficients with the down sampling data from two sides of a blink zone. We know a blink exists at a very short time. If there is no blink appearance at a short period of time, the EEG signal in the corresponding zone should be basically consistent with the change trend of both sides of the zone.
From biomedical conclusion and frequency spectrums of blink artifact zones cut off from EEG signals, we know that the detail coefficients of blink artifact zones come from EEG signal. In addition, detail coefficients include white noise in EEG signal which should be removed. We refer to usual wavelet de-noising method. However in processing the detail coefficients of a blink zone, we use the threshold values of the two sides of a blink zone to estimate the threshold value in the zone at each level, rather than using the threshold value obtained from the zone. The purpose is to avoid the influence of blink artifacts. The method is to estimate a threshold value from 1 second in front of the zone of blink artifact with the formula (9) , and then estimate a threshold value from 1 second behind the zone. Then an average value of the two threshold values is used in the zone. MAD is an absolute median of wavelet transform coefficients of j level.
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In this formula, j ω is a mean value of wavelet transform coefficients at j level.
The wavelet decomposing coefficients of EEG signals are processed by the piecewise soft threshold function (10) . After processing the coefficients, the results of wavelet inverse transform are used to replace related data getting the EEG signal of blink artifact removal and white noise de-noising. This is an adaptive algorithm on the time scale of wavelet transform. This method is reasonable for the estimation of the amplitude of blink and it does not affect the low frequency component of non blink zones, which retain reasonable EEG signal shape for brain activity study and clinical diagnosis.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are obtained with above proposed algorithm on the data of visual evoked potential signals. The signals come from Salk computational neurobiology Laboratory of California University in San Diego, hat consist of continuous records of 32 lead EEG data, including 2 lead synchronous eye electrical recording signals. Data recording time is 238 seconds, sampling frequency 128Hz.
Physiological artifact signals in EEG are often called as interference noise in literatures. These interferences can appear randomly. Although the design of the original experiment is conducive to limit blink and eye movement, the EEG signal is still contaminated by them. The blink artifacts are significant in Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F3, Fz, F4 lead locations of the electrode records. In our experiment, the signal in Fp1 lead location is used to test and verify the method proposed in this paper. In Fp1 lead location, the interference of blink artifacts to the EEG signal is strong, which is the appropriate target of eliminating the artifacts. Fig. 3 gives the electrical energy distribution of the EEG signal at the Fp1 electrode position. On the right side of the figure is event related potential (ERP) diagram. Below is the power spectrum of the signal. At the bottom of Fig. 3 , SAD refers to the mean difference value of energy distribution space. Now the feature value is significantly more than the threshold, which shows that in the frontal lobe the amplitude of the frontal lobe is significant, compared to the posterior zone. The feature value TK expresses the sensitivity of time to amplitude peak value. Here TK is significantly larger than the threshold, an abnormal amplitude distribution. These feature values give a typical sign of blink appearance. Taking into account our experimental purpose and program running time, we select the experimental data segment as Fig. 1. Above Fig. 1 comes from one segment of the signal. In the following Fig. 6-7 , selected time range is slightly larger than the range in Fig. 1 . The length of each data segment is 2048 sampling points. Each segment includes 2-3 blink artifacts. The signals are decomposed by a stationary wavelet transform. The decomposition depth is 5 levels. Fig. 4 (corresponding to Fig. 1) shows the EEG data waveform, in which two blink artifacts appear. In Fig. 4 , the blue wave line indicates the original EEG signal. The red wave line indicates the EEG signal removed blink artifacts, which is attached to the original EEG signal waveform. If there are no blink artifact appearances, we can think that the red wave line is a more credible change trend. We believe that it is appropriate to provide physicians with the result that is as far as possible to retain the original signal. On the other hand, the results may be quite consistent with manual processing results. However we introduce the quantitative method for blink artifact removal, which are unavailability by physicians because manual processing is subjective. Fig. 5 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the original EEG signal that is contaminated by blink artifacts, the PSD of the signal of blink artifact removal and the PSD of the EEG signal that comes from the data segment of the original EEG signal uncontaminated by blink artifact. Here the last signal is considered as a clean EEG signal. In Fig. 5 , the blue wave line indicates the PSD map of the original EEG signal. The green wave line indicates the PSD map of the EEG signal removed blink artifacts. The red wave line indicates the PSD map of the clean EEG signal. We know that the three kinds of signals cannot exist at the same data segment in the same data. But from the result we still can see that the PSD of blink artifact removal signal is closer to the PSD of the clean EEG signal. As a contrast experiment, we used the software, with popular ICA method [13] [14] , from Salk computational neuroscience laboratory to obtain the result of blink artifact removal. ICA method requires multiple lead signals, which is satisfied by the 32 lead EEG data above mentioned. The result is shown in Fig. 6 . As another contrast experiment, we use the software, with blind source separation method, from Finland Tampere University of Technology [15] , to remove blink artifacts. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 7 . In  Fig. 6 , the original signal and the signal of blink artifact removal are superimposed together. The blue wave line indicates the original signal and red wave line indicates the signal of blink artifact removal. At the positions t1 and t2, we can observe the difference between the original signal and the signal of blink artifact removal. The latter could not conform to the reasonable fluctuation tendency of the signal at the points and the related small zone. In addition, it can be found that the red wave line indicates that the high frequency component of the processed signal is increased, in fact which does not meet the usual requirement of signal de-noising. In Fig. 7 the original signal and the signal of blink artifact removal are up and down reference. At the positions t1 and t2, they can be observed to the result of blink artifact removal losses the fluctuation tendency of the original signal. This result is difficult for physicians to clearly understand the impact of a mathematical method and computer program on the signal. Comparing Fig. 6-7 and Fig. 4 , we can see that the proposed method in this paper is effective. The results obtained by our computer program can achieve more reasonable fluctuation tendency of the EEG signal after blink artifact removal. 
V. CONCLUSION
The removal of blink artifact of EEG signal is of considerable importance for both the automated and visual analysis of underlying brainwave activity. Blink artifact increases the difficulty in analyzing the EEG and obtaining clinical information. Due to the limitations of signal acquisition environment and special application needs, single lead EEG signal processing is a question of concern in related research fields. From the signal processing point of view, single lead EEG signal processing does not require the multiple lead signals or the reference signals that are needed by other methods. The method proposed in this paper, for single lead EEG signal processing, is compared with the ICA method and the blind source separation method. The results show that the proposed method is effective.
The method for the removal of blink artifacts does not have an influence on the non blink artifact zones, which accords with usual cognition of the blink artifacts influence on EEG signals and manual processing result of the artifact removal. However this method overcomes the limitation of manual processing in quantification and avoids heavy burden of manual processing.
